How to order Keto
in restaurants?

If you visit Mostar Farmer’s market, you’ll
be able to find Keto friendly berries straight from
Herzegovinian mountains. Raspberries, chokeberries, blackberries and even forest strawberries! In
autumn, you’ll be able to find the best cornelian
cherries which are low in sugar and high in antioxidants and vitamin C.
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Ask your waiter for grilled meat without
sunflower oil. Then when the meat arrives,
you can add some local olive oil on top or
ask for some butter.

Ask for grilled meat or seafood, with a side
dish of grilled vegetables. You can also
have steamed or boiled fish with a salad
seasoned with olive oil.

If you would like to order coffee, you can
ask the waiter to bring you an espresso and
some butter aside. Avoid taking milk or cappuccino. You can always have a nice cup of
black coffee. make sure you have your own
Keto friendly sweetener with you!

BLACKBERRIES

They grow wildly
everywhere in
Herzegovina.
Find them in the
market in summer!

DESSERT IDEA
Ask your waiter for
some sour cream
with raspberries

CHOKEBERRIES ARE

KETO!!!

Chokeberries are rich in
antioxidants and they have
less than 1g of net carbs per
30g of fruit. Ask for local
unsweetened chokeberry
(Aronia) juice in Herzegovina!

A small
guide to

Herzegovina is the area where you can try
best Keto and Low-Carb dishes with perfect
macronutrient ratio and amazing flavours.
In cooperation with www.greekgoesketo.com,
certified Keto nutritionist Apollonas Georgios
Kapsalis, we are bringing you ideas and tips on
how to safely eat your Keto meals while visiting
the picturesque area of Herzegovina. From river
fish, lamb, frog legs to
unbelievable berries and dessert ideas.

Welcom to the land of easy
Keto Mediterranean living!

TRY SOMETHING

DIFFERENT

Herzegovinian rivers
and lakes offer various
indigenous kinds of fish,
crabs and other river food.
Adriatic coast is also very
near! Therefore, you can also
try great seafood dishes. If
you want to try something
authentic, we recommend
grilled frog legs, shrimps
on skewers, baked Carp fish
which is very Keto friendly.
Grilled Eel is another great
Keto choice you must try in
Herzegovina.

DID YOU KNOW?
#YES2MEAT HASTAG WAS
BORN IN HERZEGOVINA!

If you want to experience
the most nutritious grassfed lamb or beef, you came
to the right place!
There’s a huge tradition of
lamb roasting on skewers
or in the ovens. The
vast majority of
restaurants will offer
this delicacy.
Make sure you
visit one of
Herzegovinian’s
restaurants which
will surprise you with the
offer of topš quality meat
dishes!
As you know, on Keto we
predominantly count on
healthy minerals,
vitamins and other
nutrients that can be
found only in meat.
For this reason,
enjoy the best
traditional meals
with top-quality
organic origin!

One of the most famous
delicacies in the south of
Herzegovina is a dish made
with frog legs. If you will
be visiting the town of
Čapljina, or famous Hutovo
blato, make sure you ask if
they have frog legs! Now,
breaded and
fried are not
quite Keto,
but grilled
are perfectly
safe!
Also, make
sure you try
grilled eel or
a dish prepared
with sea mussels.
These extremely nutritious
options are always
prepared
with fresh
ingredients in
Herzegovina.
This is why
you must
not miss the
opportunity
to try them.

